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nurse. Hemingway’s frank portrayal of
the love between Lieutenant Henry and
Catherine Barkley, caught in the
inexorable sweep of war, glows with
an intensity unrivaled in modern
literature; his description of the
German attack on Caporetto is one of
the greatest moments in literary
history.

Biography/
Autobiography
BIO  Highest Duty: My Search
for What Really Matters
Sullenberger, Capt.Chesley LP-3505
Airline pilot Captain "Sully"
Sullenberger tells his life story,
including his perspective on the
emergency landing on the Hudson
River that earned him the world's
admiration, and offers insight into the
essential qualities that he believes have
been vital to his success.

FIC  Drawn in Blood
Kane, Andrea
LP-3511
The father of former FBI Special
Agent Sloane Burbank witnessed a
crime over a decade ago that has come
back to haunt him and his family.
After a vicious attack, Sloane faces a
tough decision: betray her father's
secret, or withhold vital information.

General Fiction
FIC  Secrets of Eden
Bohjalian, Chris
LP-3508
Haunted by the final words of a newly
baptized congregation member who
was subsequently murdered by her
husband, the Reverend Stephen Drew
abandons his pulpit to spend time with
an author who writes best-selling
books about angels.

FIC  Brava, Valentine
Trigiani, Adriana
LP-3507
When Valentine Roncalli discovers a
long lost shoe design, a family secret
unravels that helps her take control of
the company from a conniving
relative, but first she seeks the counsel,
and more, of her ex-fiancée, Bret
Fitzpatrick, to help re-boot the
business while she pursues a hot
romance with a handsome Italian from
her past.

FIC  A Farewell to Arms
Hemingway, Ernest
LP-3496
(Also available in regular print (BB1734)). The best American novel to
emerge from World War I, this is the
unforgettable story of an American
ambulance driver on the Italian front
and his passion for a beautiful English
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Historical Fiction

Mystery
MYS  Murder is Binding
Barrett, Lorna
LP-3495
Stoneham, New Hampshire, was a
dying town until community leaders
invited booksellers to open shop. Now,
its streets are lined with bookstores,
and paved with murder. When she
moved to Stoneham, city slicker Tricia
Miles was met with friendly faces.
And when she opened her mystery
bookstore, she was met with friendly
competition. But when she finds Doris
Gleason dead in her cookbook store,
the atmosphere seems more cutthroat
than cordial.

HIF  Pirate Latitudes
Crichton, Michael
LP-3504
English Captain Charles Hunter and
his crew of ruffians sail from colonial
Jamaica to infiltrate a Spanishcontrolled port, commandeering the
galleon El Trinidad and its fortune in
gold after a bloody battle.
HIF  The Lacuna
Kingsolver , Barbara
LP-3503
Harrison William Shepherd, a highly
observant writer, is caught between
two worlds, in Mexico, working for
communists Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo
and Leon Trotsky, and later in
America, where he his caught up in the
patriotism of World War II.

MYS  The Paper Moon
Camilleri, Andrea
LP-3497
Moody Inspector Montalbano is
further beset by the existential
questions that have been plaguing him
of late. But he doesn’t have much time
to wax philosophical before the
gruesome murder of a man, shot pointblank in the face with his pants down,
commands his attention. Add two
evasive, beautiful women as prime
suspects, and soon things get very
complicated at the Vigata police
headquarters.

Inspirational/Motivational

MOT  Soul to Soul
Zukav, Gary
LP-3502
A "New York Times" bestselling
author, comes a work that answers
some of the most fundamental
questions about the human spirit.
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MYS  Along Came a Spider
Patterson, James
LP-3513
Police detective Alex Cross becomes
caught up in a kidnapping case that
may involved a teacher at an elite
private school who is also a
schizophrenic psychopath and serial
murderer.

MYS  Hooked on Murder
Hechtman, Betty
LP-3493
For Molly Pink, the weekly crochet
group at Shedd & Royal Books and
More was just another event to
manage. Then she stumbled across the
dead body of Ellen Sheridan, the
group’s leader. Now, after being
handcuffed and questioned, Molly
could use a little creative diversion,
especially since her complicated past
with Ellen has made her a prime
suspect. But while Molly’s fending off
a detective with a personal grudge, the
killer is at large.

MYS  Dyer Consequences
Sefton, Maggie
LP-3485
(Also available in regular print (AX1240)) Kelly Flynn's plans to renovate
an alpaca ranch are threatened by acts
of sabotage targeting her new home
and her local yarn shop, a situation that
is complicated by the discovery of the
body of a young woman, found
drowned in a tub of dye in the
basement of Kelly's shop, in a mystery
complemented by a new knitting
pattern and recipe.

MYS  Never Say Sty
Johnston, Linda O.
LP-3512
(Also available in regular print (AX1043)). When wealthy hunk and petsupply magnate Dante DeFrancisco
sets his sights on her new reality show,
and her, Kendra Ballantyne is in
heaven until a murder occurs on the set
and the suspects include Kendra's cop
friend Ned, his sister, and Dante.

MYS  In for a Penny
Toussaint, Maggie
LP-3484
Amateur sleuth Cleopatra Jones of
rural Hogan’s Glen, Maryland, faces
an unexpected hazard when she skulls
her golf ball across the number six
green and it lands in the inseam of a
very dead banker. Though the victim is
a longtime friend of Cleo’s, his
ongoing dispute with Cleo’s best
friend and golfing partner, Jonette, is
public knowledge. When the police
key in on Jonette as the prime suspect,
Cleo sets out to find the real killer.

MYS  The Cluttered Corpse
Maffini, Mary J.
LP-3486
When professional organizer Charlotte
Adams agrees to help Emmy Lou
Rheinbeck organize her stuffed animal
collection, she never imagines she'll
find herself fending off pranksters
whose shenanigans lead to murder.
Includes organization tips.
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endeavors to become a part of Phoebe
MacNamara's solitary life in both her
personal and professional arenas,
which are challenged by her family
and criminal attacks in both her past
and present.

MYS  Killer Mousse
Wells, Melinda
LP-3494
Meet Della Carmichael, owner of a
cooking school in Santa Monica,
California, and star of a brand-new
cable cooking show. The first live
airing of In the Kitchen with Della
opens like other cooking shows, with a
chef surrounded by bowls of
ingredients in a shiny studio kitchen.
But it ends like a crime-scene detective
show, and Della is the suspected perp.
Della’s Killer Mousse had lived up to
its name.

ROM  The Inferno Collection
Seewald, Jacqueline
LP-3500
When Kim Reynolds, a university
reference librarian who has clairvoyant
ability, is contacted by her friend,
Lorette Campbell, a grad student in the
English doctoral program, a chain of
frightening events unfolds. Worried
that someone is out to harm her,
Lorette asks Kim to look into the
possibility that an inferno collection
exists at the library. After Lorette’s
death, when the police initially write it
off as suicide, Kim begins her own
investigation.

Romance
ROM  Just Desserts
Bretton, Barbara
LP-3501
Hayley Maitland Goldstein should be
jumping for joy. She’s been offered the
chance of a lifetime: to bake a cake for
world-famous rock star Tommy Stiles.
But why would such a celebrity send
his big-time lawyer to her small-time
South Jersey bakery? Hayley’s had
enough hard knocks in her life to
always suspect the worst. She has a
sneaking suspicion that this is about
more than just cake. And she’s right.

ROM  A. . .My Name's Amelia
Sundell, Joanne
LP-3492
Deafened by a childhood illness,
Amelia Anne Polley had to learn to
communicate all over again. Growing
up in frontier territory, at the Colorado
Institute for the Education of Mutes,
Amelia was determined to live the life
she’d dreamed of before becoming
deaf. And those dreams didn’t include
being a mail-order bride, especially to
handsome, roughened rancher Aaron
Zachary, with whom she has nothing
in common but secrets.

ROM  High Noon
Roberts, Nora
LP-3479
(Also available in regular print (AU0896)). Attracted to a talented police
lieutenant who serves as Savannah's
top hostage negotiator, Duncan Swift
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SUS  Strangers in Death
Robb, J. D.
LP-3499
(Also available in regular print (AU0977)). The scandal-ridden death of a
prominent businessman in 2060 New
York prompts Lieutenant Eve Dallas to
seek assistance from her billionaire
husband, an investigation that proves
more complicated than anticipated
when clues suggest that the killer had
been known by the victim's family.

Suspense
SUS  Born to Run
Grippando, James
LP-3498
Intrepid Miami attorney Jack Swyteck
is entreated by his former governor
father for help representing him and
investigating the suspicious hunting
death of the vice president.
SUS  Breathless
Koontz, Dean
LP-3506
Isolating himself in the Colorado
Rockies, craftsman Grady Adams
encounters a pair of beautiful furred
animals that challenge everything he
and a local veterinarian understand
about the natural world, a discovery
for which they are targeted by
government forces.

SUS  A Dark Matter
Straub, Peter
LP-3509
Years after a 1960s religious guru's
clandestine activities with his most
fervent acolytes results in a grisly
murder, a man struggles to make sense
of what happened to his wife and
friends by writing a book for which he
asks former followers to relive their
experiences.

Western

SUS  Creation in Death
Robb, J. D.
LP-3478
(Also available in regular print (AU0830)). Reopening an unsolved case
from years earlier when the body of a
torture victim is discovered in East
River Park, NYPSD lieutenant Eve
Dallas becomes increasingly worried
when clues reveal links between the
killing and her billionaire husband's
store that suggest Eve herself is being
targeted.

WES  Rogue Lawman: Bullets
Over Bedlam
Brandvold, Peter
LP-3488
U.S. Marshal Flagg is not going to let
former deputy marshal Gideon Hawk
slip through his fingers. He follows
Hawk to his hideout in Bedlam,
determined to catch him. But he
doesn't know that Hawk has the help
of an old nemesis on his side, a woman
who knows the feel of his touch and
the feel of a gun.
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were these sharpshooting killers? Why
did they have to annihilate every man
in the wagon escort? Could this be the
gold wagon he'd been planning to hit?
Somebody else was after his ton of
gold!

WES  Nate Coffin's Revenge
Butts, J. Lee
LP-3480
(Also available in regular print (AU0306)). When a sharpshooter by the
name of Dianna Savage saves Texas
Ranger Lucius Dodge's life by taking
down badman Reuben Coffin, they
both find themselves targeted for death
by Reuben's vengeful brother Nate.

WES  Blood on the Plains
Curry, Tom
LP-3482
Across the wide Kansas range rode the
dreaded renegade Quantrell and his
blood-lusting guerilla army, spreading
terror and death. There was one man
who stood up to stem the savage tide:
his name was Captain Bob Pryor, also
known as the Rio Kid. The odds were
long against the Rio Kid, and when the
huge and sinister figure of Jarvis
Thompson loomed up, it looked as
though the Rio Kid had bought a oneway ticket to Boot Hill.

WES  West of the Pecos
Cole, Jackson
LP-3491
Marshall Aiken, tough and savage,
known for miles around as Emperor of
the Pecos, was out for riches, all he
could get. He hadn’t planned on
shooting Phil Gillette. But when the
time came, he didn’t hesitate to shoot
the young rancher down in cold blood,
along with the crew of Square G
cowboys who happened to be around.
The Jim Hatfield stormed onto the
lawless range, aiming to shoot it full of
justice, knowing he well might dig his
own grave.

WES  The Rio Kid Rides Again
Curry, Tom
LP-3490
Across the Rio Grande swarmed the
toughest, most bloodthirsty band of
Mexican rustlers ever to terrorize
Texas. The tall, stalwart figure of
Daniel Worrell crouched behind the
window and watched the gang move
across a clearing in the chaparral. In
the lead was a slim vaquero in dark
velvet, his high-peaked sombrero
glinting in the moonlight, waving a
foot-long Bowie knife. It looked as if
nobody could stop the kill-crazy gang,
except maybe the Rio Kid.

WES  Gold Wagon
Cunningham, Chet
LP-3481
Bang! The shot reverberated across the
canyon. Jim Steel hit the ground, belly
down, his six-gun drawn. Then a
double volley exploded directly in
front of him. The firing increased. He
heard the scream of a man in pain. At
least they weren't aiming at him. Who
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terror they had seen, for the most
savage band of outlaws the West had
ever known was led by a rider whose
head was a grinning skull! And Texas
Ranger Walt Slade knew one thing, at
the end of the trail, either he or the
bandit chief would be a death’s-head
for real!

WES  mbush Valley
Johnstone, William W.
LP-3489
(The Last Gunfighter) (Also available
in regular print (AU-0805)). Posing as
an inmate in Yuma Prison, Frank
Morgan befriends a ruthless outlaw
named Cicero McCoy in order to learn
the whereabouts of a fortune in stolen
bank money.
WES  Field of Death
Overholser , Stephen
LP-3510
To save the woman he loves from
hanging for murder, a young man first
has to prove her innocence in one of
the most lawless towns of the West.
WES  Desert Journey
Paine, Lauran
LP-3483
When they arrived in the ghost town of
Paso Fino, Abe and Cal encountered a
crazy man, a gun-stealing youngster, a
handsome woman, and a pair of hiding
fugitives. And then they rode
innocently into a simmering range
dispute.
WES  Haunted Valley
Scott, Bradford
LP-3487
Murderous ambushes, fiery death from
the night, cowhands shot from the
saddle by ruthless rustlers, a riot of
murder and looting. Those who
survived could only whisper of the
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